MINI HOUSES
BABY GRO
Length x Depth x Height mm

MINI GRO

900 x 690 x1500

WITH 1 BENCH
WITH 2 BENCHES
WITH 3 BENCHES

Retail prices May 2017

MIDI GRO

1800 x1150 x 1500

1800 x1150 x 1970

$

$

$

395

740
948
1156

837
1045
1253

208
202
297
566
74

208
202
350
638
74

OPTIONS
EXTRA BENCH
RAIN or SHADE CAP

121
218

REPLACEMENT COVER
FRAME & COVER ONLY
WALL VENT

74
MIDI GRO

Midi Gro with rain cap

Give your garden a head start!
Ideal for backyard hobbyists, who love
to grow their own vegies, herbs,
seedlings etc. These houses are
designed for those gardeners who like
to grow warm loving plants, propagate
from seeds and cuttings or grow herbs
and vegetables. The mini house
provides a perfect growing room that
will last many years.
Our products are designed to be
functional and long-lasting, using only
products of high quality.

MINI GRO

Popular for gardeners who are
restricted by lack of space - units,
balconies, flats etc.

BABY GRO
All mini houses comprise:
1. Heavy duty galvanised steel frame and bench/es in kit form
2. Long lasting fitted cover (shadecloth or 'solarshield')

The covers and made from either
'solashield' or shadecloth. These are
both long-life materials, which
withstand extreme weather
conditions. 'Solashield is a waterproof,
UV stabilised polyfabric. It is resistant
to tears, rips, solvents and alkalis.
Light transmission is 85.6% which is
perfect growing environment.

3. Pegs, fixing screws, frameshield tape (for hot house cover only)
4. Easy 'do it yourself' instructions
Tools needed: screwdriver, spade, concrete.
Information:
Rain/Shade Cap Covers top of house and down to approximately 500mm
Zip door can opened fully to allow maximum air flow
Door may be opened to the halfway point for moderate airflow
3 Tier stand option available for Mini or Midi gro in place of flat benches

Adloheat 2/7 Bormar Dve, Pakenham 3810 ph 0359400281

Shadecloth is available in sandstone,
green & white - in 50 or 70% shade
factor. Zips are heavy duty uv treated
to withstand extreme conditions and
constant use.
Lots of options are available eg. shade
caps to keep out excess sun, rain caps
to keep the rain off plants (for use
over a shadecloth cover), variations on
internal benching, and also
shadecloth vents.
PROUDLY ALL AUSTRALIAN MADE

